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TRe distance between the terminal pulley and the adjacent fully troughed idler set at 
either the head or tail end of a conveyor is known as the transition distance. 
distance, the belt changes frsm a fully troughed to a flat profile, or vice versa. It is 
important that these distances shsufd be sufficient to prevent the tensisn in the 
edge wkich will destroy the edges and forte the belt towards the idler intersections, 
becoming excessive. In addition, the occurrence of zero or negative tensions in the 
centre of the belts must be avoided when the belt tension is low, such as occurs at the 
tail end sf some conveyors. It is recommended that the transition distances be 
calcwlated from the formufa given in ISO 5293 : 1981, Conveyor belts - Formula dar 
transition distance Q%I three equal length idler rolers, taking the appropriate vahes sf 
the functions from the tables provided and using the manufactureh value of belt 
modulus. The Level sf the top ~f the termin pulleys is significant and is normal 
he with the horizontal roilers of the three ulley sets or, alternatively, in line 
imaginary line Bocated at one third of the depth sf the troughed section sf the con- 
veyor. Calculation methods Bor each of these configurations are given. 

3n the instance of BS0 work, a method which is an important step forbvard for t 
accuracy of calculation and the inchsion sf admissible stress exerted on the belt was 
proposed a 

ditions, for example when sta rting and stoppi 
belt stress in non-stea 
ng the conveyor belt. 

On view 
Stresses 
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to be 
rrent state 
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sf standardization, ne standar 
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hich allows these 

So it was agreed to prepare a type 2 technical report, rather than revise 
ISO 5293 : 1981, in sr-der nst to exclude the possibility of progress given by this ne 
method. 
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ke into account technological progress, it was agreed that 

would be issued in the meantime. 
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e e S e 

This Technical Report specifies the fsrmula for calculating 
conveyor belt transition distances. 

2 ormative aeferemces 

The following Standards contain provisions which, through 
reference in this text, constitute provisions of this Technical 
Report. At the time of publication, the editions indicated were 
valid. All Standards are subject to revision, and Parties to 

El is the transition distance, in metres; 

on this Technical Report are encouraged 4s 
investigate the possibility of applyin the most recent editions 
of the Standards indicated below. embers of EC and ISO 
maintain registers of currently valid International Standards. 

elt edge raises or Iowers in 
the transition (sec figure 11, in metres; 

is the elastic modulus, measure under tension TRI in 
newtons per millimetre; 

ISO 1537 : 1975, Continuous mechanicaß hapadhg equipment 
for loose bulk materials - Troughed belt conveyors (o ther than 
portable conveyors) - ldlers. 

is tke maximum recommended 
BT) fsr a steady-state csndition of the conveyor, in 

1SQ 9856 : 1989, Conveyor belts - Determination sf elastic A T is the induced belt edge stress in the transition, in 

modulus. newtons per millimetre. 

T&e formula for calcuiating the transition distance, the 
derivation of w iven in annex A, is as folh3ws: 
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aitii 

Calculate the transition distance by using a 
iV, h and A T as follsws. 

etermined in accordance 

ues of vertical distanee, 

This is calculated from the idler trough angle A (sec figure IB 
and the Position sf the terminal pulley wit respect to the 
centre idler roller. Two common situations are as foHsws. 

2.1 The pulley is on a line with the top centre i 
figure 2). 

h 
b sin h 

=- 
3 

where 

h BS as defined in clause 3; 

of the belt, in metres; 

e idler trough angle. 

b, 

Figure 2 

sin A 
= x - = 

3 

ere h, b and A are as define 

ues 0% A T 

.1 CaMate the ave 
express it as a fraction of 
sion for a steady speratin 

example when starting a 

Bn agreement with the elt manufacturer, sekct a maximum 

nsisn of F 96 reiste 
5%) and take the va! 
necessary), provided that the ga 

he rollers comphes 

The lues of A T seiected kalculated in accsrdance 
annex iII 

- prevent edge tensisn nst only in the steady operating 
conditions but also in the tempsrary non-ste conditions 

m exceeding the maximum re ded sh sf the 
t or the belt joints in the stea tions by F 96; 

positive to prevent 
ebt centre adequate and alwa 

e belt fr~m buckling. 

The a~~~t~~~a~ tensions in uced at the tr~~g~ing tran- 
e equalized beyand the transition distance 

actual existing edge stress e 
wer. For determin maximum transition dista a 
gker value of AT fixed by agreement with the beit 

manufaturers, if necessary. 

It manufacturer the 
tensions in short- 

ax. for steel m-d behs. 
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10357 : 1989 (El 

Annex A 

PI 
sits . 

rst ce 

A.ll Assumptions 

The following two assumptions are made ts simplify the 
mathematics and because they only have a minsr effect on the 
calculated transition distance. Also, the effect of the first is par- 
tially compensated by the effect of the second. 

The portion of belt on the inclined troughing roll is assumed to 
b 

be 3 whereas in fact it is siightly less. 

The belt edge is assumed to make a straigkt vertical dt-op 
through the transition whereas there is actually a slight lateral 
displacement as welk 

e s4ress-saraiPa-modulus re9latisnski 

a - 4 
---M=AT 

L-l 

. q a (1) 

Or: Then simplify to the following formula for transition distance: 

where 

belt edge in transitisn distance; 

L,, AI, h and A T are defined in clause 3. 

4 

.2 Also, by the Pytkagorean theorem: 

a = (Iq2 + h*p e . . (31 

A.1.3 het equation (21 equal equatisn (3). Square both sides 
and simplify to the following: 

M 
iEh 1 . . . (4) 

A.1.4 Eh-op the 1 in the equation (4) denominator since it will 
2M 

e very srnali compared with E 
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eriva 

. 1 ormal and maximum tensio 

For normal (steady) sperating conditions a maximum recom- 
mended belt or belt joint tensisn TR is assumed. For this con- 
dition the belt edge tensisn is taken as the 100 96 

In the troughing transition the edge tension will be ice as 
high during each revolution and higher still during the non- 
steady conditisns (starting and stspping). These belt edge ten- 
sisns are taken as F %. 

NOTE - kf caiculations are based on assumptions of safety factors the 
following equation applies : 

F = s,,,/s 

SSt, is the safety factor in the steady operating condition (in the 
case of the belt joint strength S,,, = 8); 

S is the safety factor corresponding to the rnaxirnurn perrnissi 
edge tension in short-time non-steady operating conditions ( 
example S 2 4 fm textile belts, S = 3 for steel cord belts). 

he two assumptions made in 

e diagram should not be mistaken fsr the geometrical 
relationship shownb in figure 3.) 

here 

kp is the belt width; 

T 

c? is the maximu 

T’ is the tension in the trough centre; 

AT is the induced e stress at the transition. 
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